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Abstract. An operator is a mapping from integer functions to integer functions. It is known, from 
a result by Baker, Gill and Solovay (1975), that there exists an operator computable in polynomial 
time by a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine (called an NP operator) but not computable 
in polynomial time by any deterministic oracle Turing machine. We investigate several natural 
operators which share similar properties. We use the concept of completeness to give a precise 
classification of the complexity of these operators. For example, the question of finding maximum 
values of polynomial-t ime computable functions can be formulated as an operator complete for 
the class of NP operators. 
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1. Introduction 
Since Baker, Gill and Solovay's pioneering paper [3], many difficult open questions 
about the relationships between complexity-bounded classes have been studied in 
relativized forms. Baker, Gill and Solovay [3] showed that there exist recursive sets 
A and B such that pA = NpA and Pn # NP B. Baker and Selman [4] and Rackott [29] 
P ~ H P and P ~ R, respectively (see also showed similar results for the questions X2 - 
Angluin [2], Heller [ 17], Homer and Maass [ 18], Kurtz [24] and Sch6ning and Book 
[33]). What are the implications of these relativized results for the corresponding 
unrelativized questions? A number of interesting ideas have been proposed. Baker, 
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Gill and Solovay [3] suggested that their results imply that ordinary diagonalization 
techniques are not capable of proving P ¢ NP, and that uniform simulation methods 
are not capable of proving P= NP. Kozen [21] disagreed with this point of view, 
while Kozen and Machtey [22] discussed the concept of relative diagonals more 
carefully. Hartmanis and Hopcroft [16] pointed out the possibility of the axiomatic 
independence of the question P~_ NP. Bennett and Gill [5] showed that pa= R a 
but pA ~ Npa relative to a random oracle A. Based on their results, they proposed 
the random oracle hypothesis: for an 'acceptable' relativized statement S A, S ° is 
true if and only if S a is true with probability 1 when A is random. The random 
oracle hypothesis was further discussed by Kurtz [24]. Book, Long and Selman [8, 9] 
developed 'positive relativization' results: with some restriction Q on oracle 
machines, P= NP if and only if (VA)[P~= NP~]. (P~ and NP~ are classes of 
languages accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic, respectively, oracle 
machines with restriction Q and oracle A.) These results uggest that the relationships 
between relativized and unrelativized questions may depend on how complexity 
classes are relativized. 
In this paper we study the notion of relativization from a different point of view. 
Instead of studying the relationships between relativized and unrelativized questions, 
we apply relativized results to some natural operators and examine the relationships 
among these operators. 
Let ~ be the class of all total functions on {0, 1 }*. An operator F is a function 
mapping a subset of ~ to ~. An operator' F, with domain ~ ~ ~, is computable if
there is an oracle Turing machine M such that, for every function f in 9, the 
function computed by M with oracle f is precisely F(f).  The computational 
complexity of computable operators was first studied by Symes [35], Constable [ 11] 
and Lynch [25, 26]. They examined general properties of complexity measures of 
computable operators and relationships between the complexity of operators and 
the concept of relative complexity. 
Here we consider complexity-bounded classes of operators defined using oracle 
Turing machines: an operator F is deterministic (nondeterministic) polynomial-time 
computable (abbreviated 'F~ Pop, F~ NPop, respectively) if it is computed by a 
deterministic (nondeterministic) oracle Turing machine M which operates in poly- 
nomial time. 
Baker, Gill and Solovay's proof that (3A) [pa ~ Npa] [3] actually shows that 
there exists an operator F in NPop-Pop. Beyond this, however, not much is known 
about he structure of NPop. In contrast, he structure of NP has been studied quite 
extensively even though the relation P # NP is not known (see, for example, Garey 
and Johnson [14], Berman and Hartmanis [6], Hartmanis [15] and Young [41]). In 
order to study the structure of complexity classes of operators, we introduce the 
concepts of reducibility and of completeness for computable operators and demon- 
strate the completeness of operators in NPop. The operators tudied here appear to 
be natural and have been discussed in the literature in connection with structural 
questions about unrelativized complexity classes. Our completeness results provide 
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a uniform treatment of the complexity of these operators. Furthermore, they demon- 
strate that the relativized separation results have positive applications to some 
natural problems. We feel that the computational complexity of operators and, 
particularly, the relationship between the structure of relativized and unrelativized 
complexity classes deserve further investigation. 
In Section 2 we define complexity classes of operators and reducibilities between 
operators. Some interesting natural operators may be partial operators; i.e., they 
may be undefined on some functions in ft. So, in general, an operator is defined 
together with its domain. In addition to the classes Pop and NPop, polynomial-space 
operators, PSPACEop, are also defined. (Other classes of operators uch as # Pop are 
defined in Sections 4 and 5.) To make our ideas clear, we only define two types of 
reducibilities on operators: polynomial-time many-one and polynomial-time Turing 
reducibilities. Basic properties of these reducibilities and corresponding complete 
operators are discussed. 
In Sections 3-6 we study a number of operators that arise from simple, natural 
questions. They include: 
- DOMAIN: for a given binary relation R and a string x, determine whether there 
is a string y such that (x, y) ~ R;  
- RANGE: for a given function f and a string x, determine whether x is in the range 
o f f ;  
- INV: for a given one-one function f and a string x, find f - l (x )  if x is in the range 
o f f ;  
- SIZE: for a given set A and a string x, find the cardinality of the set {y ~ A: y ~< x}; 
- SUM: for a given function f and a string x, find the sum of the values in 
{f(y):y<~x}; 
- MAX: for a given funct ionf and a string x, find the maximum value in {f(y) : y <~ x}; 
- SELECT: for a given function f and strings x and y, find the yth maximum value 
in {f(z):z<~x}; 
- CLOSURE: for a given binary relation R and strings x and y, determine whether 
(x, y) is in the transitive closure of R. 
With appropriate formulations of the above questions, we are able to show that 
they are complete for NPor, or other complexity classes of operators. In addition, 
we define a polynomial hierarchy of operators imilar to the Meyer-Stockmeyer 
polynomial-time hierarchy [34, 39] and show that generalizations of the complete 
NP operators are complete in each level of the hierarchy. We also obtain some 
interesting results in connection with the structural study of intractable problems. 
For example, we show that the operator DOMAIN provides anatural characterization, 
similar to that given by Yap [40] and Schrning [32], of the class NP/poly. (For the 
definition of NP/poly, see Section 3, and also Karp and Lipton [19] and Yap [40].) 
Also, our study of the operator INV yields a partial answer to an open question 
posed by Berman and Hartmanis [6]: "'Is the inverse function of a polynomial-time 
computable, length-increasing, one-one function always polynomial-time compu- 
table?" 
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In Section 7 we discuss the structure of NPop and point out the existence of 
operators in NPop- Pop that are not complete for NPor,- We conclude with a number 
of questions concerning the structure of complexity classes of operators. 
2. Definitions and basic properties 
Let x be a string in {0, 1}*. We write [x[ to denote the length of x. We write, for 
a set A, [[A]] to denote the cardinality of A. A fixed pairing function ( , )  is assumed. 
This pairing function also generalizes to encode any finite number of strings: 
(Xl,. • •, x,) = ((x~,.. . ,  x,- l) ,  x,). We assume that there is a fixed polynomial function 
r such that I(x,y)l r(txt+lyl). We sometimes write f(xl,.. . ,x,,) to denote 
f((x,, . . . ,x,)).  
We assume that the reader is familiar with deterministic Turing machines (TMs) 
and nondeterministic Turing machines (NTMs) and their time and space complexity 
measures. We write P (NP, PSPACE) to denote the class of languages accepted by 
polynomial-time TMs (polynomial-time NTMs, polynomial-space TMs, respec- 
tively), and FP to denote the class of functions computed by polynomial-time TMs 
(see, e.g., [14]). The Meyer-Stockmeyer polynomial-time hierarchy [34,39] will 
be defined later in this section. The class #P,  introduced by Valiant [37, 28], 
will be defined in Section 5. 
A deterministic (nondeterministic) oracle Turing machine M is a TM (NTM) 
equipped with an additional query tape and a query state. The oracle for the machine 
is a function f which answers queries such as " f (y )= ?" by giving the answer f (y )  
at no extra cost. More precisely, we assume that the query tape has a leftmost cell 
but is infinite to the right, and that the query tape has its own read/write head. The 
oracle machine begins the computation with an empty query tape and with the 
read/write head of the query tape on the leftmost cell. To make a query " f (y)  = ?", 
the oracle machine writes down the string y on the query tape (thus uses lYl time 
units and ]yJ tape cells), leaves the read/write head of the query tape on the rightmost 
cell of y, and enters the query state. The oracle f answers the query by changing 
all nonblanks on the query tape into blanks, writing f(y) on the query tape, leaving 
the read/write head of the query tape on the leftmost cell of the query tape, and 
entering the machine in a preassigned answering state. (This step charges the machine 
one time unit and no extra space cost.) Note that if the machine, in the answering 
state, decides to read only the first n bits of the answer f(y), then the total time 
and space costs for this query are only ly l+n+l  and max{]y1, n}, respectively, 
although If(Y)l may be much greater than n. Also, if the machine, say, wants to use 
the answerf (y)  from the last query as the input to the next querymto getf(f(y))mit 
must make If(Y)l moves to move the read/write head of the query tape to the 
rightmost cell of f(y) (cf. [14]). We write Mf(x) to denote the output from the 
machine M, with oracle f, on input x, and M f to denote the function Ax[Mf(x)]. 
If the oracle f is the characteristic function of a set A, we may write MA(x) tO 
denote Mf(x). 
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We now define the complexity of oracle machines. Let ~ be the set of all total 
functions on {0, 1}*, and ~ a subset of ~. For simplicity, we restrict our nondeter- 
ministic oracle TMs (NOTMs) to acceptors only, while deterministic oracle TMs 
(0TMs) may be transducers as well as acceptors. An 0TM M is said to have 
polynomial-time (space) complexity on @ if there is a polynomial p such that, for 
any f6  ~ and any x~{0, 1}*, MY(x) halts in  <p(Ixl) moves (using <~p(lxl) cells, 
respectively). An NOTM M has polynomial-time complexity on ~ if there is a 
polynomial p such that for any fe  ~ and any x accepted by M y, there is a 
computation path of MY(x) which halts and accepts x in < p(Ixl) moves. We write 
Pf (PSPACE f) to denote the class of languages accepted by 0TM acceptors that 
have polynomial-time (polynomial-space) complexity on {f}, NP f to denote the 
class of languages accepted by NOTM acceptors that have polynomial-time com- 
plexity on {f}, and FP y to denote the class of functions computed by 0TM 
transducers that have polynomial-time complexity on {f}. If cg is a class of functions, 
we let p(c~) = [._j {pf: f~  c~} and NP(C~) = U {NPf: f~ ~}. Now, the polynomial-time 
hierarchy can be defined as follows: 
= p ,  
and, for n 1> 1, 
~e.= Np(..Ve_l), / - /P=coNP(~,p_ , )=co .~ and A =P P(Z.P-1), 
An operator F is a function mapping a subset ~ of ~ to ~:. An operator F with 
domain ~ is denoted by (F, 9).  Let .9 0 be the set of all 0-1 valued functions on 
{0, 1}*. If the range of an operator (F, ~)  is contained in 5e, then we say that (F, ~)  
is a set operator and, for each f~ ~, we use F(f) to denote the set {x: F(f)(x) = 1}. 
For set operators (F, ~),  we let ( -F ,  ~)  denote the set operator defined by -F ( f )  = 
{x: F(f)(x) = 0}, for a l l f~  ~;  i.e., (--F, ~)  is the complement of (F, 9).  To empha- 
size that an operator is not a set operator, we sometimes ay that it is a function 
operator. An operator (F, 9 )  is computable if there is an 0TM M such that, for all 
f~  ~ and x ~ {0, 1}*, MY(x) = F(f)(x) ; in this case, we say that M computes (F, ~).  
We willl consider the following complexity-bounded classes of computable 
operators. 
2.1. Definition 
Pop:{(F, ~).'(F, ~) is computed by an 0TM that has polynomial-time 
complexity on ~}, 
NPop= {(F, ~):(F,  9) is a set operator and is computed by an NOTM 
that has polynomial-time complexity on ~}, 
coNPop = {(F, ~) :  ( -F ,  ~)  ~ NPop}, 
PSPACEop = {(f, ~) : (f, ~) is computed by an OTM that has polynomial- 
space complexity on ~}. 
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We call an operator a polynomial-time operator (NP operator, PSPACE operator) if 
it is in Pop (NPop, PSPACEop, respectively). 
Let (F, ~) and (G, ~) be two operators. Intuitively, we say that (F, ~)  is reducible 
to (G, ~) if for every function f~ ~ we can find a function g ~ ~ such that F( f )  
can be computed from the function G(g). Since we are only interested in polynomial- 
time reducibilities, we also require that g be polynomial-time computable relative 
to f and that F ( f )  be polynomial-time computable relative to G(g). 
2.2. Definition. Let (F, ~)  and (G, ~) be two operators. We say that (F, ~)  is 
polynomial-time Turing reducible (abbreviated p-T-reducible) to (G, ~) and write 
(F, ~)<~TV,op (G, ~), if there exist two polynomial-time operators (H~, ~) and 
(/-/2, ~2) such that 
(i) (Vf  e ~))[Hl(f)~ ~'], 
(ii) (Vgc ~)[G(g) ~ ~2], and 
(iii) (Vfe ~) [F ( f )= H2(G(H,(f)))]. 
The relationship is shown in the following diagram: 
F 
F(f)( 
n 1 
f 
/'/2 
~g 
G(g) 
A stronger educibility can be defined on set operators. 
2.3. Definition. Let (F, ~)  and (G, ~) be two set operators. We say that (F, ~) is 
polynomial-time many-one reducible (abbreviated p-m-reducible) to (G, ~), and write 
~P (F, ~)  ~m,op (G, ~) if there is a polynomial-time operator (H, ~), and a polynomial- 
time computable function h such that, for each f~ ~ and x ~ {0, 1}*, H(f )  ~ ~ and 
x~ F( f )  iff h(x)~ G(H(f)) .  
A variation of p-m-reducibility will be defined for function operators in Section 
5. 
As an example, consider the operator (K, o~) defined in [3]: for each f~ o~, 
K ( f )  = {(i, x, 0 n) :the ith NOTM Mi accepts x, with oracle f, in n moves}. It is clear 
that (K, ~) ~ NPop. Furthermore, if (F, ~)  ~ NPop, with ~ ~_ re, is computed by the 
ith NOTM Mi, then (F, ~)  is p-m-reducible to (K, ~-) via the identity set operator 
(ID, 5e) and the function Ax[(i, x, 0P(Ixl))] where p is a polynomial time bound for 
M, on ~. 
Now we list some properties of the reducibilities. 
2.4. Theorem 
(a) Both ~<~.op and -< P m.op are transitive. 
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(b) Both <~P, op and --:~<Pm,op are reflexive on the class of all operators (F, 9)  with 
domain ~ ~_ ~. 
P (c) ( F, ~ ) ~< m,op ( G, ~) implies ( F, ~ ) <~ .op ((7, ~). 
P (G ,~)  and (G ,~)~Pop (PSPACEop), then (F ,~)CPop (d) I f  (F, ~)  ~T.op 
(PSPACEop , respectively). 
~P (e) I f(F, ~)  isasetoperator, (F, ~) --~ m.op (G, ~) and (G, ~) ~ NPop then (F, ~) 
NPop. 
Proof. The proofs are elementary. We check (d) for the case of Pop in the following, 
and leave the rest to the reader. 
< a it suffices to show that if (HI, ~),  (/-/2, ~) c Pop and From the definition of --:T,op, 
(V fs  ~) [H l ( f )  ~ ~], then (/-/2 o H1, ~)  ~ Pop. Assume that (H,, 9 )  is computable by 
OTM M1 in time p, and (H2, ~) is computable by OTM M2 in time q for some 
polynomials p and q. We consider the following OTM M for (/-/2 ° H~, 9) .  For 
simplicity, we assume that M, and M2 operate with two tapes: the input/output/work 
tape and the query tape. The machine M has four tapes. It uses tapes 1 and 3 to 
simulate the input/output/work tapes of M2 and MI ,  respectively; it uses tape 2 to 
simulate the query tape of M2; and it uses tape 4 as the query tape (also the query 
tape of MI). The computation of M is described in the following pidgin-PASCAL 
program: 
Oracle: f ~ ~ ; 
Input: x; 
begin 
set up the initial configuration of M2 on input x on tape 1 ; 
while M 2 is not in the final state do 
begin 
if M E is not in the query state 
then simulate one step of ME 
else begin 
y := the string on tape 2 between the leftmost cell and the read/write 
head of tape 2; 
set up the initial configuration of M1 on input y on tape 3; 
simulate M~ on input y with oracle f, using tape 4 as the query tape; 
when the simulation reaches the final state of M~ 
then begin 
erase y from tape 2; 
copy tape 3 (the output of M~(y)) to tape 2; 
L: clean the first p(q(lx[)) cells of tape 4; 
move the read/write heads of tapes 2 and 4 to the leftmost cells 
end 
end 
end 
end. 
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We note that since Mg(x) halts in q(lxl) moves for every g e ~;, Mg(x) can query 
a string y of length at most q(lx[). Similarly, MY(w) can query a string z of length 
at most p([w[). Therefore, in the computation of MY(x), we know that the simulation 
of M1 can use at most the first p(q(lx])) cells of tape 4, and hence, at label L, we 
only need to clean these cells and ensure that any answer f ( z )  on tape 4 obtained 
from a simulation of M{(y) cannot be used in later simulations of M{(w). (Also 
recall that our model of OTMs requires that the oracle f always put the read/write 
head of the query tape on the leftmost cell right before it enters the machine into 
the answering state.) 
This machine M obviously computes H2 o H i ( f )  in polynomial time. So the case 
of Pop of (d) is proved. [] 
Remark. In Theorem 2.4(b) we can only prove that ~< P,op is reflexive on the class 
-< P requiring of all operators with domains contained in 5e. Our definition of "~T.op, 
that both Hi and //2 be polynomial-time operatdrs (thus excluding the identity 
operator), is not general enough to guarantee reflexivity on the class of all operators. 
This can be fixed by simply allowing HI and /-/2 to be either identity operators or 
polynomial-time operators. (Note that (d) and (e) of Theorem 2.4 remain valid.) 
2.5. Definition. Let (F, ~)  be in NPop (PSPACEop). We saythat (F, 9 )  is p-m-complete 
(p-T-complete) for NPop (PSPACEop) if for every (G, ~) in NPop (PSPACEop), (G, ~) 
is p-m-reducible (p-T-reducible) to (F, ~). 
We state the following properties of complete operators for NVop. Similar proper- 
ties hold for complete operators for PSPACEop. 
2.6. Theorem. Let ( F, 9 ) be p-m-complete for NPop. Then, 
(a) (F, ~)  is p-T-complete for NPop; 
(b) (F, ~)~ coNPop; moreover, there is a recursive function g such that F(g)~ 
coNP g ; 
(c) for any f e ~ there is a function g e FPfn  ~ such that F(g) is <~ -complete for 
Npr; and 
(d) there is a function g e FPn  ~ such that F(g) is NP-complete. 
Proof. (a) is obvious. 
(b) It is shown in [3] that (:IA)[NP A # coNpA]. In fact, it is shown that there is 
an NPop ((3,5e) and a set A such that G(A)~coNP A. It follows that G e 
NPop- coNPop. Thus (G, 5e) _<l,~ m,op (F, ~).  Thatis, thereis apolynomial-time operator 
(H, ~) such that, for each Be ~, H(B) e ~ and G(B) <~Pm F(H(B)).  Now, let A be 
the set found in [3] such that G(A)~ coNP A, and g = H(A). Then F(g)~ coNP A 
since ~<em preserves membership in coNpA; and hence F(g)#_ coNP s. 
(c) Let A be <~Pm-Complete for NP f say, A = K( f )= {(i, x, 0"):the ith NOTM Mi 
accepts x with oracle f in n moves} [3]. Then, since F is complete for NPop, we 
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have A -<P'-~m F(g) for some function g in FP fn  ~ and hence F(g) is ~<a-complete 
for NP ( 
(d) This is a simple corollary of (c). [] 
3. NP operators 
In Section 2 we proved that (K, ~)  is p-m-complete for NPop (if we allow the 
identity operator to be a reduction operator). In this section we introduce more 
complete operators for NPop. 
It is well known that sets in NP have an existential quantifier characterization 
[12]. To illustrate the generality of this concept, we give the following definition. 
Let (~1 and (~2 be two classes of total functions. We say that an operator F generates 
the class c¢~ from the class r¢ 2 if 
(i) f~  c¢2 implies F(f)~ Cgl, and 
(ii) (Vg~ c¢~)(3f~ c¢2)[F(f)=g ]. 
Now consider the operator (DoM, 5e) defined as follows: 
DoM(A) = {x: (::ly)((x, y)~ A)}. 
Then it is immediate that DOM generates the class of recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
sets from the class of recursive sets. In addition, let 6eph be the class of 'polynomial- 
honest' sets, i.e., the class of sets A for which there exists a polynomial p satisfying 
the condition that (Vx)(Vy)((x, y)~ A) implies Ixl~ < p(ly[) and [yl<~ p(lx{). Then, the 
existential quantifier characterization for NP simply means that DOM generates NP 
from P c~ 6eph. In fact, for any function f, we can easily show, from the existential 
quantifier characterization of NP y, that DOM generates NP f from P fn  ~ph- This 
simple observation has interesting applications on the classes ~ ~ of the polynomial- 
time hierarchy and NP/poly: 
(a) It is well known that, for all n~>l, ~=NP a and AP=P B for some 
n 
2P_~-complete set B. Thus, we have that, for all n I> 1, DOM generates 2~ from 
a P  eph. nr'~ 
(b) Let P/poly and NP/poly be the classes of languages accepted by polynomial- 
time deterministic and nondeterminisitc TMs, respectively, with the help of poly- 
nomial-size circuits [19]. A well-known characterization f P/poly is the following 
[6]: A set A is in P/poly iff A ~ pB for some sparse set B. (A set B is sparse if there 
is a polynomial p such that for each n _ 1, II { x A: I xl n } II p( n ).) This characteriz- 
ation can be extended to NP/poly: A ~ NP/poly iff A e NP B for some sparse set B 
[40, 32]. Thus, from the above observation, we have that DOM generates NP/poly 
from P/poly n ~ph- 
The above observations suggest the following: 
(a) The class NPop has an existential quantifier characterization, and 
(b) (DoM, 6eph ) is complete for NPop. 
We develop these ideas in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 respectively. 
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3.1. Definition. A predicate R of a function argument and n string arguments 
polynomial-time computable if there is a polynomial-time OTM M such that, fl 
any function f and strings x l , . . . , xn ,  M y accepts (x l , . . . ,xn)  if and only 
g( f ,  xl, . . . , xn) .  
3.2. Theorem. Let ( F, 9 ) be a set operator. ( F, 9 ) ~ NPop if and only if there is 
polynomial-time computable predicate R and a polynomial p, such that, for any f ~ ~. 
and x ~ {0, 1 }*, 
x ~ F ( f )  iff (3y)[ly[ p(lxl) and R(f ,  x, y)]. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the existential quantifier characterizatior 
for NP. [] 
Remark. With a simple coding scheme, the size bound [yl<  p(lxl) in the above 
characterization can be replaced by the exact size bound ly[ = p(Ixl). 
In order to prove (b) we need to modify the formulation of the operator DOM. 
3.3. Definition. (DOMAIN, ~) is a set operator such that for all sets A ~ re, 
DOMAIN(A) = {(x, 0n): (3y)[[y[ <~ n and (x, y> ~ A]}. 
3.4. Theorem. (DOMAIN, ~) is p-m-complete for NPop. 
Proof. It is clear from Theorem 3.2 that (DOMAIN, ~) is in NPop. 
Assume that (F, 9)  ~ NPop. By Theorem 3.2 there exists a polynomial-time compu- 
table predicate R, and a polynomial p, such that, for any fe  ~ and any x, x ~ F ( f )  
iff (3y)[lyl<~p(]xl) and g( f ,x ,y ) ] .  Define an operator G on ~ by G( f )= 
{(x, y): R(f, x, y)}. Then, clearly (G, 9 )  is a polynomial-time operator. Furthermore, 
for any f ~ ~ and any x, 
x~F( f )  
iff (3y)(ly[ < p(lxl) and g(f ,  x, y)) 
iff (3y)(lyl~ < p(ixl) and (x, y)~ G(f))  
iff (x, 0 p(Ixl)) e DOMAIN(G(f)). 
ThUS the operator (G, 9 )  and the function g(x) = (x, 0 p(Ixl)) p-m-reduced (F, 9)  to 
(DOMAIN, S~a). [] 
3.5. Corollary. (DOMAIN, .9 °) ~ coNPop; moreover, there is a recursive set A such thin 
DOMAIN(A) ~ coNP A. 
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We now consider the following question: For a given function f and a string x, 
determine whether x is in the range off. We formulate this question into the following 
operator. 
3.6. Definit ion. (RANGE, off) is a set operator such that, for all f~  of, 
RANGE(f) = {ix, 0n): (3y)[lyl--< n and f(y) = x]}. 
3.7. Theorem. (RANGE, of) is p-m-complete for NPop. 
ProoL It follows from Theorem 3.2 that (RANGE, ~') is in NPop. 
Assume (F, 9 )  ~ NPop via the polynomial-time computable predicate R and the 
polynomial function p; i.e., for any f~ of and any x, x~ F(f) iff (3y)[lyl=p(Ixl) 
and R(f, x, y)]. Let q(n) be a polynomial bound for the length of strings ix, y) with 
Ixl = n and lyl-- P(n)- 
We define an operator (F~, 9)  as follows. For any f~ 9, 
Fl(f)(ix, y)): Sxl iflYl <P(Ixl)and R(f,x, y), 
to otherwise. 
Then it is easy to see that (F~, 9 )  is in Pop- Furthermore, for any fe  ~ and any x, 
x ~ F ( f )  
iff (3y)[lyl = p(Ixl) and R(f, x, y)] 
iff (3y)[lyl = p(Ixl) and F~(f)(ix, y))= xl] 
iff (3z)[Izl  = q(Ixl) and F~(f)(z)= xl] 
iff ix l ,  0 q(Ixl)) ~ RANGE(El(f)). 
Thus the operator (F1, 9 )  and the function g(x)= ixl ,  0 q(Ixl)) p-m-reduces (F, 9 )  
to (RANGE, of). [] 
3.8. Corollary. (RANGE, of)~coNPop; moreover, there exists a recursive function f 
such that RANGE(f) ~ coNP y. 
The next operator to be considered here is the inverse function operator. Let f 
be a one-one function. We define the (extended) inverse function f - i  o f f  to be 
f_ l (x)=~[y if x is in the range o f f  and f(y)  = x, 
[ 0 otherwise. 
Now consider the following question: "For a given one-one, polynomial-honest 
function f and a string x, find f-~(x)." (By polynomial-honest we mean that there 
is a polynomial p such that, for all x, Ixl<  p(If(x)l) and If(x)l<  p(Ixl).) 
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Let ff~_~ be the class of all one-one functions. It seems natural to formulate the 
inverse operator (INV, ~1-1) as follows: for any f~ ~l-l  and any x, 
on))=f(f-l(x) if (X, 0n)GRANGE(f), 
INV(f)((X, Lo otherwise. 
However, since NPop contains only set operators, a set operator formulation for the 
inverse operator is necessary. 
Let < be the lexicographic order on {0, 1}*. For each fG~,  let Projf= 
{(x, y) : f(x) <~ y} and Graph s = {(x, y ) : f (x )  = y}. Then it is straightforward to verify 
that, for any polynomial-honest function f, 
and 
Projf G P ¢¢, f ~ FP ~ Graphy ~ P 
ProjsG NPncoNP ¢:~ f~ FNP ¢~ GraphsG NPncoNP,  
where fG FNP means that there is an NTM M, and a polynomial p, such that, for 
all x ~ {0, 1}*, every halting computation path of M(x) halts in p([xl) moves and 
outputs f(x) and there is at least one computation path of M(x) that does halt (cf. 
[27]). From the above observations, we define the following operators. 
3.9. Definition. (PINv, ,~1-1) and (GINv, ~1-~) are two set operators uch that, for 
any f G ~l- ,, 
PINv(f) = {(x, y):(3z)[z<~ y and f ( z )= x]} 
and 
G lyv( f )  = {(x, y):f(y)= x}. 
Immediately, we have (PINv, ~l-,) E NPop and (GINv, ~'l-l) E Pop- Furthermore, 
(INv, ~1-~) and (PINv, ~- l )  are p-T-equivalent, and, hence, (PINv, ,~-l) G Pop iff 
(INv, ~_~)G Pop- Certainly, (PINv, ~_~) is the more interesting formulation. We 
will show thai (PINY, -~H) is p-m-complete for the class UPop which is given in 
Definition 3.10. 
Valiant [36] defined the class UP to be the class of sets accepted by polynomial-time 
NTMs which have a unique accepting path for each string they accept. More 
precisely, A G UP if and only if there exists a polynomial time predicate R, and a 
polynomial p, such that 
xGA ¢:~ (3y)[[yl<~p([x[) and R(x,y)] 
¢¢, (3 unique y) [[y[<~ p([x[) and R(x, y)]. 
It is clear that P_  UP ~ NP. Also, Rackoff [29] has found oracle sets A and B such 
that pA = upA ~ NpA and pB # Ups = Npa. 
We now define the class UPop of operators as follows. 
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3.10. Definition. The class UPop consists of all set operators (F, 9 )  for which there 
is a polynomial-time predicate R, and a polynomial p, such that, for anY f~ ~ and 
any x, 
(,) x~F( f )  ¢:> (3y)[lyl<~p(Ixl) and g( f ,x ,y ) ]  
<::> (3 unique y)[lyl<~ p(lxl) and g( f ,  x, y)]. 
Remark. With a simple coding scheme, we may replace the size bound lyl <~ p(lx[) in 
the above definition by the exact size bound lyl---plxl). Furthermore, we may assume 
that p( n ) <~ p( n + 1) for all n >! 1. 
Proof of Remark. Let R and p be the polynomial-time predicate and the polynomial, 
respectively, such that (*) holds. There exists a polynomial q such that, for all n, 
q(n+ 1)>~q(n)>~p(n)+2. Define a predicate Q of a function argument and two 
string arguments by 
Q(f  x, z) i f f  Izl--q(lxl) and (3y)[]yl<~ p(lxl)and z=ylO k 
for some k~ > 1 and R(f ,x ,y) ] .  
Then, obviously, for all x, 
and 
(ay)[lyl ~< p(lxl) and R(f,  x, y)] 
(az)[Izl = q(Ixl) and Q(f, x, y)] 
(3 unique y)Elyl~ p(Ixl) and R(f, x, y)] 
<:> (3 unique z)[Izl = q(lxl) and Q(f, x, y)] 
because for any string z there is at most one y such that z =ylO k for any k >t 1. [] 
3.11. Theorem. (PINv, "~1-1) is p-m-complete for UPop. 
Proof. By definition, (PINv, ,~i-m) EUPop. 
Let (F, 9 )~ UPoo via predicate R and polynomial p, with p(n)<~p(n +1) for all 
n 1> 0. Define (F~, 9 )  as follows. For each z ~ {0, 1}*, let n(z) = min{m: m +p(m) >>- Izl) 
and u(z) and v(z) be the substrings of z such that z = u(z)v(z) and lu(z) l  = n(z). 
Note that n(z), u(z), and v(z) are uniquely determined by z. For f~ ~ and z ~ {0, 1}*, 
let 
{ F l ( f ) ( z )= U(z )Ok lv (z  ) if I v (z ) l=p(n(z ) )  and R( f  u(z), v(z)), otherwise (where k = p(n(z)) + 1 -Iv(z)[). 
Then (F1, 9 )  e Pop, and, for any f~ 9, F~(f) is a one-one function because there 
exists at most one y, for each x, having the property that F~(f)(xy)= xl p(Ixl)+2. 
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Furthermore, for x of length n, 
x c F( f )  
iff (3 unique y)[[yl=p(n) and R(f, x, y)] 
iff (3 unique z)[]z] = n+p(n) and F~(f)(z)= xl "(~>+2] 
iff (xl p(n)+2, xlP("))s PINv(F~(f)) 
because, for any z such that F l ( f ) (z )=xl  p(')+2, it must have ]zl=p(n)+n and 
u(z):x. 
So, (/:1, 9 )  and g(x) = (xl p(Ixl)+2, x l  p(lxl)) p-m-reduce (F, 9 )  to (PINy, ~H) .  [] 
3.12. Corollary. (PINy, '-~l-t) ~ Pop- 
Proof. From Rackoff's result in [29] that (3A)[pA~ UP A] we have that Pop# 
Ueop. [] 
The polynomial-time invertibility of polynomial-time computable functions is an 
important issue in complexity theory and cryptography. Berman and Hartmanis [6] 
ask the following questions: 
(1) If f is a polynomial-honest, polynomial-time computable injection, is f-~ 
computable in polynomial time? 
(2) If f is a polynomial-honest, polynomial-time computable bijection, is f-~ 
computable in polynomial time? 
Let us call a function f a 'one-way' function i f f  satisfies the condition of question 
(1) and f-~ is not polynomial-time computable. Young [41] conjectured that the 
existence of a one-way function implies that the Berman-Hartmanis conjecture [6] 
fails. (The Berman-Hartmanis conjecture states that all NP-complete sets are poly- 
nomially isomorphic.) Berman and Hartmanis [6] point out that P = NP implies an 
affirmative answer to (1), and that P= NPc~ coNP implies an affirmative answer to 
(2). Following Theorem 3.11 we have a necessary and sufficient condition for question 
(1); namely, question (1) has an affirmative answer iff P--UP. Thus, Young's 
conjecture becomes: "P ~ UP implies that not all NP-complete sets are polynomially 
isomorphic." We first state a lemma. 
3.13. Lemma. Let g be a polynomial-honest injection in FP. Then, PINY(g) ~ P if and 
only/f g- 1 ~ FP. 
Proof. Assume that g - l~  FP. Then (x, y)~ PINY(g) iff g(0)= x or O<g-l(x)<-y. 
Thus PINy(g) is in P. Conversely, if PINY(g)e P, then a binary search within a 
polynomial-length bound can compute g-~ from PINy(g). [] 
3.14. Corollary. (a) Question (1) has an affirmative answer if and only if P = UP. 
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(b) P = UP n coUP implies an affirmative answer to question (2), where coUP = 
{A: A • UP}. 
Proof. (a) Note that for all polynomial-honest, polynomial-time computable injec- 
tions f, PINY(f) ---- {(x, y) : (3z)[z <~ y and f (z)  = x]} is in UP. So, P = UP implies an 
affirmative answer to (1). 
Conversely, assume P ~ UP and let A • UP-  P. Define (F, ~)  to be the UP operator 
such that F( f )= A for all f •  ~. Let id be the identity function. Then A= F(id). 
By Theorem 3.11 there is an operator F~ in Pop such that A = F(id) <~ m P PINv(Fl(id)). 
By Lemma 3.13 this implies that F~( id) -~ FP since A~ P. Furthermore, from the 
proof of Theorem 3.11 we have that F~(id) is a polynomial-honest injection. So, 
F~(id) is a counterexample to question (1). 
(b) Just observe that for a polynomial-honest bijection f there is a polynomial p 
such that 
and 
(x, y) • PINV(f) 
iff (3z)[z ~< y and f (z)  = x] 
iff (3 unique z)[z <<- y and f (z )  = x] 
Thus, PINY(f) • UP n coUP. 
(x, y) ~ PINv(f)  
iff (3z)[[zl<~P(lX[) and f ( z )=x  and z> y] 
iff (3 unique and f ( z )=x  and z> y]. 
[] 
We do not know whether the converse of Corollary 3.14(b) holds. 
Next we consider an operator which finds, for a given gunction f and a string x, 
the maximum value among {f(y):y<~ x}. Friedman [13] has observed that P= NP 
if and only if for all functions f in FP, the function maxf (x )= max{f(y):y <~ x} is 
in FP. Here we give a general treatment which derives Friedman's result as a corollary. 
We define the operator MAX as follows. For each f•  ~: and x • {0, 1}*, 
MAx( f ) (x )  = max{f(y): y <~ x}. 
Similar to operator INv, MAX is not a set operator, and so we define, in the following, 
two related set operators. 
3.15. Definition. (PMAx, ~:) and (GMAx, ~:) are two set operators uch that, for 
any f•  ~, 
PMAx( f )  = {(x, y) : y <~ max{f  (z) : z <~ x}} 
and 
GMAx( f )  = {(x, y):y = max{f  (z) : z <~ x}}. 
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3.16. Theorem. (PMAx, ~)  is p-m-complete for NPop. 
Proof. The predicate [y ~< max{f(z) : z ~< x}] is equivalent o [(3z ~< x)[y <~f(z)]]. 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, PMAx E NPop. (Note that, under our definition of oracle 
machines, "'y<~f(z)'" can be checked in  lyl+lzl+c moves,  for  some constant c, 
even if If(z)[ is greater than that--we use Iz l+ 1 moves to query and obtain f(z) on 
the query tape and use lyl+ c moves to check that either If(z)l> lyl or [If(z)l=lyl 
and y <~f(z)].) 
Let (F, 9 )~NPop such that, for all f~9  and x e{0, 1}*, x~F( f )  if[ (3y) 
[lyl = p( lxl)  and g( f ,  x, y)] for some polynomial-time predicate g and polynomial 
p. Without loss of generality, assume that, for all n~>0, p(n)<~p(n+l). (See the 
remark before Theorem 3.11.) For each string z~{0, 1}*, let n(z )= 
min{m:m+p(m)> lz[} and u(z) and v(z) be the substrings of z such that lu(z)l = 
n(z) and z = u(z)v(z). Then, define an operator F~ on 9 as follows: for each f~ 9 
and z ~ {0, 1}*, 
=~u(z)lv(z) i f]zl=n(z)+p(n(z)) and g(f ,  u(z), v(z)), 
Fl(f)(z) [u(z)Ov(z) otherwise. 
Then, it is obvious that F~ ~ Pop. We observe that, for x of length n, 
x~F( f )  
if[ (=ly)[[yl=p(n) and g(f ,x ,  y)] 
if[ (3y)[lyl = p(n) and F~(f)(xy) = xl y] 
if[ max{Fl(f)(z) : z <~ X1 p(n)} >t x l0  p~") 
if[ (xl p°'), x l0  p~")) ~ PMAx(F~(f)). 
This is valid because, for any z<-xl p~'°, if x is not an initial segment of z, then 
z < x0 pt") and Fl(f)(z)< xlO p~'°. So, we have proved that (F, 9 )  is p-m-reduced to 
(PMAx, ~)  via F~ and the function g(x) = (xl p~lxl), xl0p~lxl)). [] 
In Theore m 3.11 it is proved that PINY is p-m-complete for UPop whereas 
GINv~ Pop. Here, the relationship between PMAx and GMAx turns out to be 
different. Let DP = {An B: A ~ NP and B ~ coNP}. Papadimitriou and Yanakakis 
[28] defined the class DP and showed that (i) NPw coNP=_ DP_  A P, and (ii) there 
exist natural DP-complete languages. Extending this concept o operators, we have 
the following definition. 
3.17. Definition. The class DPop consists of all set operators (F, ~)  for which there 
exist (GI, ~1) ~ NPop and (G2, ~2) E coNPop such that 9 _ ~, c~ 92 and, for a l l f~  9, 
F(f) = G~(f) n GE(f). 
Obviously, NPopwCONPopC DPop. In the following, we show that GMAx is 
p-m-complete for DPop. 
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3.18. Theorem. (GMAx, if) is p-m-complete for DPor,. 
Proof. First we note that GMAx( f )= {(x, y>'(x, y>~ PMAx(f) and (x, succ(y)>~ 
PMAx(f)}, where succ(y) denotes the successor of the string y under the natural 
lexicographic order on {0, 1}*. Thus PMAx ~ NPop implies GMAx ~ DPop. 
To see that GMAx is p-m-complete for DPop. Let (F, 9 )  ~ DPop. Then, there exist 
two polynomial-time predicates R and R' and two polynomials p and q such that, 
fo r f~ ~ and x~{0, 1}* with Ixl= ~, 
xeF( f )  iff [(3y)[lyl=p(n) and R(f,x,y)]] 
and [(Vz)[[zl = q(n)~ R'(f, x, z)]]. 
Without loss of generality, assume that, for all n I> 0, p(n) <~ p (n + 1) and q(n) 
q (n+l ) .  (See the remark before Theorem 3.11.) Let r(n)=n+p(n)+q(n).  For 
z ~ {0, 1}*, let n(z)= min{m: r(m)>-Izl} and u(z) the initial segment of z of length 
n(z); and if Izl = r(n(z)), then v(z) and w(z) are defined to be the substrings of z 
of lengths p(n(z)) and q(n(z)), respectively, such that z = u(z)v(z)w(z). Now we 
define an operator (F~, 9). In the following definition of (F~, 9) ,  we write n, u, v, 
and w for n(z), u(z), v(z), and w(z), respectively. 
If Izl r(n), then F~(f)(z) = u01zl-" ; otherwise 
IulP(n)oq(n) i fR( f ,  u, v) and R'(f, u, w), 
=)ulP(n)lqtn~ if R(f, u, v) and not R'(f, u, w), 
Fl(f)(z) 
- /u0P(n)0q(")" if not R(f, u, v) and R'(f, u, w), 
[.uOP(n)lq(n) if not R(f, u, v) and not R'(f, u, w). 
Then F~ ~ Pop. Also, for any f~ 9 and any x with Ixl = n, 
x ~ F(f)  
(3s)[Isl = p(n) and R(f, x, s)] and (v t ) [ I t [  = q(n)~ R'(f, x, t ) ]  
(as ,  Isl = p(n))(vt, Itl = q(n))[Fl(f)(xst)= xlV(")0q(~)] and 
(Vs, Isl=p(n))(vt, [tl=q(n))[notR(f, x,s)~Fl(f)(xst)<~xOP(~)l q~')] 
max{F~(f)(xy): lyl= p(n) + q(n)}= xlP(")O q(') 
(xl  p(')+q('), xl P( " )O q( ~ )) ~ GMAx(F1(f)) 
and, conversely, 
(xlp(n)+q(n), xlP(n)O q(n)) E GMAx(F1 (f)) 
max{ Fl(f)(xy) : [y[ = p( n) + q(n)} = xlP(")oq(") 
~(3s) [ [s l  = p(n) and g(f, x, s)] and (Vt)[lt] = q(n)~ g'(f, x, t)] 
x ~ F ( f ) .  
So, we have proved that GMAx is p-m-complete for DPop. [] 
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Remark. It is interesting to note that the similar operators (PMAxl, O °) and 
(GMAxl, 5e), defined respectively by PMAxl (A) = {(x, y) :y <~ max{z ~ A : z <~ x}} and 
GMAxl (A) = {(x, y) :y = max{z ~ A: z <~ x}}, have different characteristics: 
(PMAxl, 5e) is p-m-complete for NPop and (GMAx1, 0 °) is p-m-complete for coNPop. 
To see why GMAXl has lower complexity than GMAx, we note that PMAxI and 
GMAxl are actually PMAx and GMAx restricted to a smaller domain 9, where 9 
is the class of functions f such that, for each x, f (x)  is either x or 0. Now we observe 
that in order to verify that a given string y is the maximum among all f (z) ,  with 
z ~< x, we need to verify, in general, two conditions: (i) (3z)[z<~ x and f(z)=y], 
and (ii) (Vz)[z ~< x~f(z)<~ y] (thus (GMAx, 4 )  is a DP-operator). Since condition 
(i) is polynomial-time decidable for functions f in 9, (GMAx1, 9 )  is simpler than 
(GMAx, 4 )  and is a coNP-operator. 
Finally, we note that the techniques of Baker, Gill, and Solovay can be used to 
prove that (3A)[DP A # NP A w coNP A] and hence develop the following result. 
3.19. Corollary. (GMAx, 4 )  e~ NPop u coNPop; moreover, there is a recursivefunction 
fsuch that GMAx(f)  ~ NP f u coNP r. 
4. A polynomial hierarchy of operators 
The polynomial-time hierarchy has been defined in Section 2. Stockmeyer [34] 
and Wrathall [39] have demonstrated complete sets in each level of the hierarchy. 
Baker and Selman [4] give a relativized separation result for the second level of the 
hierarchy: (::IA)[Z2P'A ~ lIr~'A]. The separability of the hierarchy above the second 
level is an important open question. In this section we define a polynomial-time 
hierarchy of operators and show that there exist complete operators at each level 
of the hierarchy of operators. We first give the definition of the polynomial hierarchy 
of operators. In our definition, note that all Z ,  P- and H,P-operators, with n > l, are 
set operators, while A P-operators may be function operators. 
4.1. Definition. For n = 0, 
P ~..~_/-~ P P 
O,op 0,op = A O,op = Pop ,  
and, for n I> 1, 
P a..op {(F, 9 )  there is a set operator (G, ~)  in P - = " 2.-~,op, and a (H, ~) in Pop, such 
that G(9)  _c ~, and, for all f~  ~, F ( f )  = H(G(f))}, 
P P - 2..op = {(F, 9) : there is a set operator (G, 9 )  ~ H.-~.op, and a polynomial p, such 
that, for all f~9  and x~{0, 1}*, x~ F ( f )  iff (3y)[ly[<~p([x[) and (x, y)~ G(f)]}, 
P P 
- n.,op = {(F, 9)" ( -F ,  9 )  
P Note that, for any (F, 9)e-~.,op and any f~ 9, F(f )~E~ "-f. Therefore, our 
definition is a generalization of the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy. 
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By a suitable coding scheme and a simple induction, we can derive the following 
characterization of X P n,op- 
P 4.2. Theorem. (F, ~)  • -Y.,op if and only if there is a polynomial p, and a set operator 
(G, ~)  in Pop, such that, for all f •  ~ and x, 
x•  F ( f )  <:> (3yl, ly~l<~p(m))(VyE, ly21<~p(m)) . . .  (Q~y., ly.l<~p(m)) 
(x, y , , .  . . , y , )•  G(f ) ,  
where Q,, = 3 if n is odd, and =V if n is even, and where m = Ixl. 
The proof is similar to the proof of the characterizations of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy in [34, 39]. We omit it here. 
A similar characterization, starting with the universal quantifier, can be derived 
fo r  P /-/n,op, n i> I. Furthermore, the bounds lyil<~p(n) may be replaced by the exact 
bound ly, I = P(n)-  
From the above characterization, it is easy to see that the analog of Theorem 
2.4(d) holds for .YP r/,op" 
P P P 4.3. Theorem. I f  (F, ~)  <~ Pm,op (G, g') and (G, ~)•  X,.,op (H.,op, A.,op), then (F, ~)•  
P P 2.,op (H..op, respectively). 
We now show that some natural generalizations of NPop-Complete operators yield 
complete operators for .Y P n,op- 
4.4. Definition. For each n >t 1, we define two set operators (DOMAINn, ~) and 
(PMAx., .~) as follows: 
DOMAINn(A) = {(X, ok) ' (3y i ,  ly,[ = k) . . .  (Q,y,, ly, t = k)(x, y~, . . . ,  h , )•  A}, 
and 
PMAX,,(f) = {(X, z)'z<~maxmin...opt,f(yb...,y,)}. 
y l~X y2 ~.~ X yngX 
where opt, = max if n is odd, and =min if n is even. 
For each n I> 1, (DOMAINn, ..5 a) and (PMAx., ~)  are p-m-complete for ~" "~ n, op" For 
simplicity we only show, in the following, that (PMAx2, ~) is p-m-complete for -YP 2,op" 
First note that 
z ~< max min f(Yl ,  Y2) 
y l~x y2~x 
itt (3yl, Yl <~ x)[z <~ min{ f(Yl,  Y2): Y2 ~< x}] 
iff (3y,, y~ <~ x)(Vy2, y2 ~< x)[z <~f(y,, Y2)]. 
So, from the characterization of Theorem 4.2, (PMAx2, ~r)E ~P, op- 
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Assume that (F, 9 )  E .,?P such that, for all fE  ~ and x, x E F(f) iff (3yl ,  [Y1[ = 2,op 
p(lxl))(Vy2, ty2[ =p(Ixl))E<x, yl, y2)E G(f)] ,  for some ((3, 9 )  in Pop and polynomial  
p. For each string z, let n(z)=min{m:m+p(rn)>~lz[} and u(z) and v(z) be the 
substrings of z such that [u(z)[ = n(z) and z= u(z)v(z). We define an operator 
(Gi, 9 )  by the following pidgin-PASCAL program. 
Oracle: f E ~ ; 
Input: (Zl, z2); 
begin 
if [zl[ ~ n(z l )+p(n(z l ) )  
then output U(zl)OV(Zl)V(Zl) 
else if Iz2l Iz l or u(z2)~ U(Zl) 
then output Gl(f)(zl, ZI) {recursively} 
else if (u(zl), V(Zl), v(z2)) E G(f) 
then output u (z~) 1 v (z~) v (z2) 
else output u(zl)Ov(zl)v(z2) 
end. 
Then, it is easy to see that (Gi, 9 )E  Pop. Furthermore, 
x c F( f )  
iff (3y l ,  lY, I = p(n))(Vy2, lye[ = p(n))[(x, y2)E G(f ) ]  
iff (3y~, ]y,[ = p(n))(Vy2, [Y21 = p(n))[ G~(f)(xy,, xy2)>i xlO 2p(")] 
iff (3zl, zl <~ xlP("))(Vz2, z2<~ xlP("))[Gl(f)(zl, z2) I> xlO 2p(")] 
iff max min G~(f)(z~, z2)~ > xlO 2p("), 
Zl~W z2~w 
where w = xl p~). This is valid because, for all z2 < 0 p~"), we defined G~(f)(z~, z2)= 
Gl(f)(zl, zl). Thus we have shown that (F, 9 )  is p-m-reducible to (PMAx2, 4 )  via 
the operator G~ and the function g(x)= (xl p~"), X102P(n)). 
A generalization of this proof to the cases of n > 2, as well as to the operator 
(DOMAINn, o qp) with n > l, gives the following theorem. 
4.5. Theorem. For each n t> 1, (DOMAINn, 3) and (PMAx,, 4 )  are p-m-complete for 
P 
~:~ n,op- 
P 4.6. Corollary. (a) (DOMAIN2, ,~qo) I~/-/2,op- 
(b) (PMAX2, ~r) ~/-]P 2,op. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.3 and Baker and Selman's result that (3A) 
[~P,A ~ H~,A] [4]. [ ]  
Since it is not known whether the polynomial-t ime hierarchy collapses at the third 
level, even in relativized form, all we can say about P ,.op for n > 2 is the following. 
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4.7. Corollary. For n > 2, the following are equivalent: 
p P 
(a) 2,,op ~/-/.,op. 
(b) (3A)[~ P'A ~ HP'A]  • 
P (c) (PMAx., if) ~/-/,,op. 
(d) (DOMAIN. ,  ,~f) t~ U P ",op" 
Proof. The equivalence of (a), (c) and (d) and the implication (b )~(a)  are obvious. 
For the implication (d )~(b)  we note that, from Theorem 4.2, the class P H,.op is 
P enumerable; let it be {(F1, ~) ,  (F2, ~2),...}- Then, DOMAIN, ~//,,op implies that 
for all i there is a set Ai ~ ~i, and a string xi, such that x~ ~ DOMAIN,(A~) iit X~ ~ F~(A~). 
Since the computation of DOMAIN.(A~) and Fi(A~) only queries Ai about strings 
of length bounded by p(Ix, I) for some polynomial p, a diagonalization over (Fi, ~)  
P,A can easily be carried out to find a set A ~ 5e such that DOMAIN,(A)~ H. .  [] 
5. #P  operators 
Valiant [37, 38] defined the class #P  as the class of functions f such that, for 
some polynomial-time NTM M and for all inputs x, f(x) is equal to the number 
of distinct accepting computation paths of M on input x. Valiant showed that for 
many natural NP-complete problems, the associated counting problems are #P-  
complete problem. For example, let # SAT be the function that maps each Boolean 
formula 4' to the number of the satisfiable truth assignments for ~b. Then, #SAT is 
#P-complete [38]. To make the notion of # P-operator clear, we give a more precise 
definition of # P. We consider the following restricted model of (polynomial-time) 
NTMs. A restricted polynomial-time NTM M, on input x, first makes p(Ixl) nondeter- 
ministic moves to generate a string y of length p(Ixl) on a separate tape, where p 
is a fixed polynomial. (This is called the guessing module of M.) Then, it operates 
like a polynomial-time deterministic TM acceptor on two inputs (x, y). (This is 
called the checking module of M.) It is easy to verify that for each polynomial-time 
NTM M there is an equivalent restricted polynomial-time NTM M' [14, p. 30]. We 
note that, for each restricted NTM and polynomial p, the following predicate 
RM, p(x, y) is polynomial-time computable: 
RM, p(x, y) iff ly[ = p(lxl) and the checking module of M accepts (x, y). 
Now, #P  can be defined as {f~ ~: (51 restricted NTM M)(3 polynomial p)(Vx) 
I f(x) = [I{Y: RM, p(x, y)}II]}- 
To see that our definition of # P is equivalent to that of Valiant, we let Q denote 
the class of functions defined above. It is obvious that Q_  #P because each y 
satisfying RM.p(x, y) determines one accepting computation path of M(x). Con- 
versely, for each NTM M that operates in polynomial time p(n), we assume that 
each nondeterministic move of M has at most 2 choices and construct a restricted 
NTM M'  as follows. 
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On input x, M' first guesses y of length p(lxl). Then M'  simulates M on 
x. If, at the kth step of the simulation of M(x), M enters a nondeterministic 
state, then M'  uses the kth bit of y to decide the choice of the move, and 
change the kth bit of y to 0. M'  accepts x if M enters the final state and 
the final y is precisely 0p(Ixl). 
Then we have that II{Y: RM,,p(x, y)l[ =the number of accepting computation paths 
of M(x). (Note that if R~,p(x, y) and the kth step of M is a deterministic step, 
then the kth bit of y must be 0.) So, #P_~ Q. 
In this section we consider the class of #P  operators based on this equivalent 
definition. We first define restricted (polynomial-time) NOTMs as NOTMs that 
have a guessing module that nondeterministically generates a binary string of 
polynomially bounded length and a checking module that operates like a (poly- 
nomial-time) OTM on two inputs. We then define, for each NOTM M and each 
polynomial p, the predicate R~,p, with a function argument and two string arguments, 
as follows: 
RM, p(f, x, y) iff lY} = P(IXl) and the checking module of the NOTM accepts 
(x, y) with the oracle function f. 
Note that for all restricted NOTMs M and polynomials p, RM, p is a polynomial-time 
predicate. 
5.1. Definition. Let (F, 9 )  be an operator. Then, (F, 9 )  ~ #Pop iff there is a restricted 
NOTM M, and a polynomial p, such that, for all f~  ~ and x ~ {0, 1}*, 
F(f)(x) = [[{Y: RM.p(f, x, y)}l}. 
Remark. Equivalently, we may define (F, 9 )~ # Pop iff there is a polynomial-time 
predicate R, and a polynomial p, such that for all f and all x, F(f)(x)= 
II{y: l y l - -p ( Ix l )  and R(f, x, Y)}t[- We will often use this simpler characterization f
# Pop. 
We first consider the operator SIZE, which is based on the following question: 
For a given binary relation R and a string x, find the cardinality of the set 
{y~A:g(x,y)}. 
5.2. Definition. (SIZE, ,~) is a function operator such that, for each set A and each 
string z of the form (x, 0"), 
SIzE(A)(x, 0")= I}{y: lyl < - n and (x, y)E A}II, 
and, for each string z not of the form (x, 0"), SIzE(A)(z)= 0. 
Note that the relationship between SIZE and DOMAIN is similar to that between 
the problems #SAT and SAT. Therefore, it is natural to guess that SIZE is complete 
for #Pop. 
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5.3. Theorem. (SIZE, 6e) is p-T-complete for #Pop- 
Proof. It is obvious from our definition that (SIZE, ,9 0 ) is in #Pop. To see that it is 
p-T-complete for #Pop, assume that (F, ~)  is in #Pop; that is, there exists a 
polynomial-time predicate R, and a polynomial p, such that for all f~  ~ and x, 
F(f)(x)=[l{y:ly[=p(Ix[) and R(f,x, y)}[[. Define a polynomial-time operator 
F1 : ~ -> ~ as follows. 
F,(dO = {(x, y)'lyl = p(Ixl) and R(f ,  x, y)}. 
Then, we have, for all f~  ~ and all x, 
F(f)(x) : II{Y: lyl : p(lxl) and R(f ,  x, Y)}[I 
= II{y:lyl=p(lxl) and (x, y )~ F~(f)}II 
= SIZE(F 1 ( f ) ) (X ,  OP(lxl)). 
Let '-~lin be the set of all functions g such that [g(x)[ <~ Ix[, and (H, "~lin) the operator 
defined by H(g)(x)=g(x, tY'(fxl)), for all g~ '-~lin and for all x. Then (F, ~)  is 
p-T-reducible to (SIZE, 6e) via the operator (F~, ~)  and the operator (H, -~in). [] 
In the above proof, (F, ~)  is reduced to (S~zE, 6e) by a reducibility that is stronger 
than -< l, "~T.op. In fact, we may generalize p-m-reducibility o general function operators 
as follows. 
5.4. Definition. Let (F, ~)  and (G, ~) be two operators. We say that (F, ~)  is 
p-m-reducible to (G, ~) if there "ts a polynomial-time operator FV ~ --> ~, and two 
polynomial-time functions g and h, such that, for all f~  ~ and all x, 
F(f)(x) = h(G(Fl(f))(g(x))). 
Using this definition, Theorem 5.3 can be strengthened to the following corollary. 
5.5. Corollary. (SIZE, oq P) is p-m-complete for #Pop. 
The second #P operator we consider is (SUM, ~),  which is based on the question 
of finding, for a given function f and a string x, the sum of the integers represented 
by f (y )  for all y<~x. Friedman [13] has shown that P= #P iff, for each set A in P, 
the function g, defined by g(x)--sum of {y:y<~x and y e A}, is polynomial-time 
computable. We consider a more general setting. For any string x in {0, 1}*, let 
int(x) be the integer whose binary representation is x (ignoring leading zeroes). 
5.6. Definition. (SUM, ,9 °) is a function operator such that, for each set A and each 
string z of the form (x, 0n), 
SuM(A)(x, 0")=~ {int(y):[yl= n and (x, y)~A}, 
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and, for string z not of the form (x, 0"), SuM(A)(z)= 0, where 2 B denotes the 
binary representation of the sum of all integers in B. 
5.7. Theorem. (SUM, ,~) is p-T-complete for #Pop. 
Proof. To see that (SUM, o q°) E #Pop, we consider the (restricted) NOTM M that 
works as follows. For each oracle set A and input (x, 0"), M guesses a string yz 
with lyl--Izl : -n  and accepts (x, 0") if (x, y )~a and int(z) <int(y). Then, for each ,
y with lyl = n and (x, y) ~ A, there are exactly int(y) many accepting paths for input 
(x, 0"). So, (SUM, 5e) ~ #Pop via M. 
To see that (SUM, 5e) is p-T-complete for #Pop, we reduce (SIZE, re) to it. Define 
F~: 3~-> 5e by FI(A) = {(x, 101Yly) : (x, y) E A}. Then obviously, (Fi, 6e) ~ Pop. 
Let us fix the string x and interger n and let B = {y: lyl -- n and (x, y) ~ A}. Then, 
SuM(FI(A))(x , 02"+') 
=Y~ {int(z)'lzl=2n+ 1 and (x, z)e F,(A)} 
=2 {int(lO'y)'lY[=n and <x,y)ea} 
= HBI[- 22"+2 {int(y)" yeB}. 
Also note that 2 {int(y) :y ~ B} has length ~<2n, because ach y in B has length ~< n 
and there are at most 2" many of them. Thus, the value II BII can easily be extracted 
from the value SuM(F~(A))(x, 02"+~). Since 
SIzE(A)(x, 0") = ~ II{y:lyl = i and (x, y)~ AI[I, 
i=0 
the above observation shows that SIZE is p-T-reducible to SUM. [] 
Remark. The similar but simpler operators (SIZEZ, 5 ~) and (SUM1, 6e) defined by 
Sizi~l(a)(x)= [l{y: y~ A and y<~x}H 
and 
SUMl(A)(x) = 2 {int(y)"y ~ A and y ~< x} 
are also p-T-complete for #Pop but are not known to be p-m-complete for #Pop. 
The next operator we consider is a generalization of the median problem: For a 
given function f and two strings x and y, find the yth greatest string in the sequence 
S = (f(0), f (1 ) , . . . ,  f(x)). We will call a sequence S of strings a multi-set to empha- 
size that it may contain more than one copy of the same string. 
5.8. Definition. (SELECT, 3Y) is a function operator such that, for any funct ionfs  o ~, 
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and any string w of the form (x, y, 0"), 
and, 
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SELECT(f )('X, y, 0") = the yth greatest string in the multiset {f(z)  "If(z)] ~< n 
and z ~< .x} if this set has size/> y, and =0 otherwise, 
for any string w not of the form (x, y, 0"), SELECT(f)(w)= O. 
5.9. Theorem. (a) (SELECT, ~') is p-T-reducible to an operator in ~Pop- 
(b) For all (F, 9 )  in # Pop, (F, 9 )  is p-T-reducible to (SELECT, ..~). 
Proof. (a) Define an operator F on 9 as follows: F(f)(x,  w,O n)= 
]]{z: z ~< x, I f(z)] <~ n and f ( z )  I> w}[], and F(f)(y) = 0 if y is not of  the form (.x, w, 0"). 
Then it is not hard to see that F is in #Pop. (Note again that "]f(z)l <~ n'" is decidable 
in ]zl+ n+ 2 steps, even if If(z)] is greater than n+ 2.) 
Now observe that SELECT(f )(.X, y, O n) = W iff W is in the range of f and F( f )  
(x, w, 0") = y. Therefore, the value SELECT(f )(.X, y, O n) can be found by binary search- 
ing for the greatest w such that ]w]<~ n and F(f)(.x, w, 0n)=y.  This binary search 
can be done in polynomial t imemwith F( f )  as an oracle. Therefore, SELECT is 
p-T-reducible to F. 
(b) Assume that there exists a polynomial-time predicate R, and a polynomial 
p, such that for all fe9  and x, F(f)(x)=ll{y:lyl=p(lxl) and R(f,x,y)}l l .  Also 
assume that, for all n>~O, p(n)<~p(n+l) .  Now define an operator F1 on 9 as 
follows. For each string z, let n(z)= min{m:m+p(m)>>-Izl} and u(z) and v(z) be 
substrings of  z such that [u(z)[ = n(z) and z = u(z)v(z).  For a l l fe  9 and z ~ {0, 1}*, 
F , ( f ) ( z )=z  if Iv(z)l=p(n(z)) and R( f ,  u(z), v(z)), and =0 otherwise. Then, 
obviously, (Fl,  9 )  e Pop- Also, note that, for each .x of length n, 
ll{y:lyl=p(n) and R(f,.x, y)}l[ 
= [[{z: lz l~n+p(n),z<~.xl p<"~ and F,(f)(z)>-.xOP(n)}[[. 
So, to find F( f ) (x )  with [x[ = n, we only need to find the string w which satisfies 
the conditions SELECT(F I ( f ) ) (x l  p(n), W, 0n+P('~))~--->-X0t'(n), a d SELECT(FI(f)) 
(.xl p<n>, w+ 1, 0n+PC"))<x0 pt"~. This string w can be found by a binary search with 
oracle SELECT(FI(f) ). Therefore, we have that (F, 9 )  is p-T-reducible to 
(SELECT, ~::). [] 
Remark. We do not know whether SELECT is in #Pop- 
5.10. Corollary. (SIZE, ,.,O~), (SUM, ..,~), and (SELECT, ~,~) are not in r, . A 2,op, moreover, 
there e.xist recursive sets A and B and a recursive function f such that SIzE(A)~ A P'A, 
SuM(B) ~ A2 P'B, and SELECT(f) ~ d P'f. 
Proof. Angluin [2] has defined a set operator (F, 5 D) which is similar to (SIZE, ~) 
such that (F, 5 ~) is p-m-reducible, in the sense of Definition 5.4, to a #P-operator  
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and (F, re) ~ 2 P P 2.op u HE.op. Since (F, re) is p-T-reducible to (SIZE, S/9), (SUM,/~P), and 
(SELECT, if), and since p-T-reducibility preserves membership n A P 2,op, the corollary 
follows. [] 
6. PSPACE operators 
Recall that PSPACEop is the class of operators computable by OTMs with poly- 
nomial-space complexity. In this section we consider the operator (CLOSURE, S/9), 
which maps a binary relation R to its transitive closure R*. We show, in Theorem 
6.2, that every set operator (F, ~)  in PSPACEop is p-m-reducible to (CLOSURE, ~). 
Since each function operator (G, ~) in PSPACEop has an associated set operator 
(G, ~) in PSPACEop , defined by PG( f )= {(x, y) :y  <~ G( f ) (x )} ,  such that ((3, ~) is 
p-T-reducible to (PG, ~) (see discussions in Section 3), Theorem 6.2 implies that 
(CLOSURE, ~) is p-T-complete for PSPACEop. The operation of transitive closure 
has been studied by Book [7] in connection with formal language characterizations 
of the class PSPACE. Book and Wrathall [10] showed that there exist an NP-complete 
set A and a set B ~ P such that A* and B* are PSaACE-Complete. 
6.1. Definition. (CLOSURE, ~/~) is a set operator defined as follows. For each A ~ 5 D, 
CLOSURE(A) = {(X, y, O n) : there exists a sequence x = Zo, z l , . . . ,  z, = y 
such that Iz0l~< n and, for all i=  1 , . . . ,  m, [z, I<~ n and 
(zi-1, z,) ~ A}. 
6.2. Theorem 
(a) (CLOSURE, ~) E PSPACEop. 
(b) For any set operator (F ,~)EPSPACEop , 
(CLOSURE, ~). 
( F, ~ ) is p-m-reducible to 
Proof. (a) First we observe that Savitch's proof of the relation PSPACE = NPSPACE 
[30] can be directly carded over to show that each set operator computable by 
NOTMs with polynomial-space omplexity is in PSPACEop. 
To see that (CLOSURE, ~) is in PSPACEop , we consider the following nondeter- 
ministic algorithm for it. 
Oracle: A ~ ~;  
Input: (x, y, 0"); 
begin 
nondeterministically choose an integer k with 1 <~ k ~< 2"+~; 
Z 0 := X, 
if Izol > n then reject and halt; 
for i := l  to k -1  do 
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begin 
nondeterministically choose a string zi with  [Zi[ ~ n; 
if (z~-l, z~)~ A then reject and halt 
end; 
if (Zk-l, y) C A then accept and halt 
else reject and halt 
end. 
Clearly this is a polynomial-space algorithm, and we have proved that (CLOSURE, 
6e) is in PSPACEop. 
(b) Assume that (F, ~)  is accepted by an NOTM M with a polynomial space 
bound p. Let an instantaneous description (ID) of M be an encoding of the configur- 
ation of M, as described in [3]; namely an ID of M encodes the state of the finite 
control, contents of the tapes (including the query tape), and the locations of 
read/write heads. Then, for any f~ ~ and any x, any ID of the computation of 
Mf(x)  has length <~q(lx[) for some polynomial q. (Note that we may put a bound 
on the p([x])th cell of the query tape of M and ignore whatever the oracle f writes 
to the fight of this bound. This keeps our ID bounded by a polynomial in Ix[.) 
Without loss of generality we assume that M always cleans all the tape squares 
before it accepts an input. Thus, M has a unique accepting ID. 
We now define a polynomial-time predicate R such that R(f, x, y) iff x and y are 
two IDs of M such that, with oracle f, y can be derived from x in one move. 
Now, for any f~ ~, define Fl(f) = {(X, y): R(f, x, y)}. Then (El, ~)  s Pop- Also, 
for any f s  ~ and x with ]x[ = n, 
x~F( f )  
iff there is a sequence Yo, • • •, Yk, with k ~< 2 q("), such that 
(a) Yo is the initial ID of Mr(x),  
(b) Yk is the unique accepting ID of M, and 
(c) for all i = 0 , . . . ,  k -  1, R(f, Yi, Yi+l) 
iff (Yo, Yk, 0 q(")) ~ CLOSURE(FI(J0). 
This establishes the desired result that (F, ~)  is p-m-reducible to (CLOSURE, ,~). 
[] 
6.3. Corollary. (CLOSURE, 6e) is p-T-complete for PSPACEop. 
6.4. Corollary. (CLOSURE, .~) ~ "~Pop a P " • H2 ,op  , moreover, there is a recursive set A 
such that CLOSURE(A) t~ ~,P'Au H p'A. 
Proof. This follows from Angluin's [2] result that 
~:~,,A u/-/~"~]. [] (3A)[PSPACE A -# 
6.5. Corollary. For n > 2, the following are equivalent: 
(a) PSPACEop # ~vP n,op- 
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(b) (3A)[PSPACE A ~ .~P,A]. 
(C) (CLOSURE,  ~)  t~ ,~P n, op- 
Proof. (b)~(a)¢:>(c) is obvious. ( c )~(b)  can be proved similar to (d )~(b)  of 
Corollary 4.7. [] 
7. Discussion and questions 
In Sections 2-6 we defined a number of complexity classes of operators. Following 
P the relativization results, their relationships are known as follows. Let SPop , SA2,op 
and SPSPACEop denote the class of set operators contained in Pop, P A 2,00 and PSPACEop , 
respectively. We have 
? 
SPop~ UPop ~ NPop~ DPop c SAP c --  2,op ~: "~ P, op ~ SPSPACEop 
and 
? 
A 2,op P :;~c ~ Pop _C PSPACEop 
? 
where ~ denotes the inclusion which is not known to be proper. We have demon- 
strated complete operators for most of these complexity classes, thereby determining 
precisely the complexity of these operators. We now discuss some questions that 
we feel are interesting and deserve further exploration. 
(1) Is there a non-polynomial-time operator which is not complete for any of the 
above complexity classes? The answer is yes. In~leed, the operator (L, 5e) used in 
[3] to distinguish pA and NP A is an example: L(A)= {x: (3y)[ly I= Ixl and y ~ A]}. 
It is easy to see that L(A),  for any A ~ 6e, has polynomial-size circuits (i.e., L(A) 
P/poly), since L(A) is <~Pm-reducible to the tally set {0n'(3y)[ly[ = n and y ~ A]}. 
The following theorem shows that L is not p-T-complete for NPop. 
7.1. Theorem. Let ( F, 9 ) be a set operator. I f  ( F, 9 ) is p-T-complete for NPop, then 
there exists a function f in 9 such that F( f )  ¢~ P/poly. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.6(c), for any A s 6e which is not in P/poly, there exists a 
function f in 9 (actually in FpAn 9)  such that A <~a F(f) .  Since A~ P/poly, and 
since [C -<r P D and D ~ P/poly] implies C ~ P/poly, F( f )  cannot be in P/poly. [] 
(2) Does the converse of Theorem 7.1 hold? That is, is there an operator in NPop 
that does output sets not in P/poly but still is not complete for NPop? 
(3) Is the operator L defined in [3] complete for some subclass of NPop? More 
precisely, let PCop be the class of operators which always output sets in P/poly. Is 
there a complete operator for PCor, n NPop? Similarly, does the class NPop n coNPor, 
have a complete operator (cf. [1])? 
(4) Is there an operator F that is p-T-complete i'or NPop but not p-m-complete 
for NPop? 
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(5) Bennett and Gill [5] showed the existence of an operator (F, ~)  in NPop such 
that F(A)~ coNP a with probability 1 (when A is random). (F, 6e) does not seem 
to be complete for NPop. Is there a complete operator (G, 6e) in NPop having the 
property that G(A) ~ coNP A with probability 1 ? 
(6) Book, Long, and Selman [8, 9] have established conditions on OTMs for 
which positive relativizations result. Can we find a natural operator F in NPop for 
which we can prove that F ~ Pop iff P = NP? 
(7) Study other types of reducibilities among operators, such as p-tt-reducibility. 
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